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DULUX TRADE COLOUR OF THE YEAR INTERIOR PALETTES

**A WARM COLOUR STORY**

- **Winter Pumpkin** 48YR 26/159
- **Copper Glow** 66YR 33/286
- **Pink Sandstone** 12YR 40/146
- **Cherished Ribbon** 90YR 53/132
- **Sweet Embrace™** 70RR 64/034

- **Fireside Embers** 54YR 22/344
- **Peanut Butter** 96YR 33/309
- **Brave Ground™** 10YY 30/106
- **Cashmere Throw** 30YY 51/098
- **Treasured Memory** 50RR 72/010

**A CALM COLOUR STORY**

- **Nordic Hills** 90YY 15/279
- **Neptune Seas** 78GG 19/078
- **Pea Shoot** 30GY 41/173
- **Tranquil Dawn™** 45GY 55/052
- **Sweet Embrace™** 70RR 64/034

- **Sapphire Salute** 50BB 08/171
- **Fresh Foliage** 50GG 40/064
- **Ocean Stone** 90BG 42/106
- **Serene Waters** 30BG 56/045
- **Horizon View** 10BB 73/039

**AN UPLIFTING COLOUR STORY**

- **Rocking Horse** 00YY 19/261
- **Sandy Shallows** 30YY 39/225
- **Wild Wonder™** 50YR 49/191
- **Sweet Embrace™** 70RR 64/034
- **Fragrant Peony** 83BB 71/082

- **Ochre Sands** 37YR 39/443
- **High Summer** 30YR 51/519
- **Lilac Skies** 50RB 48/051
- **Warm Straw** 47YY 62/143
- **Tailors Chalk** 65YY 76/109
Introducing Sweet Embrace™, the 2024 Dulux Trade Color of the Year, a gentle blossom pink that extends a welcoming touch and infuses any living space with stability, calmness, and softness. Its delicate shade, shifting subtly with light, always radiates warmth.

Used with any of our three complimentary palettes Sweet Embrace™ works effortlessly to evoke diverse moods for any project and reshape occupants’ experiences within living and work environments.

Download our Dulux Trade ColourFutures™ Specifier brochure showcasing the Dulux Trade Colour of the Year and its supporting palettes at Duluxtrade.co.uk/CF24
The Eye of PiP

There's nothing like a good start – which the Green Roof Organisation takes on with its new book for young kids, ‘Journey to the Green Roof’. Written by Jenny Bailey and illustrated by Emily Hocking, it follows Freya the honey bee and Sarah the ladybird as they seek a new urban home. GRO secretary, Radmat’s Mark Harris, thinks awareness of water management and natural urban habitats might extend to older readers as well as the young, to ensure happy endings for us all. talesfrommotherearth.co.uk

Editor Jan-Carlos Kucherek

‘It was about making sure the new pieces weren’t exact replicas or pastiches of what was done before, but had some authenticity’

Seen/Green: Designer Bethan Laura Wood brings her own brand of pop to German sanitaryware firm Kaldewei with ‘Avocado Dreams’, a psychedelic take on its otherwise minimalist, white products. She might have started with her splash of colour on the Miena washbowl range but she goes large, slathering the pattern all over the Zero shower tray and Oyo Duo bathtub. Precisely engineered, plastic-free and made of ‘100% recyclable [so] sustainable steel enamel’, it complements the firm’s stated aim of ‘Luxstainability’.

More online...
‘Total CO₂ emissions from iron and steel works could be reduced by 58.7 gigatonnes’
ribaj.com/cut-steelworks-co2

28 ‘As much as being an investment in realising social impact, we tried to retain as much of the building fabric as we could, and add as little as possible’

28 The Leaf range in the Tamashi series is akin to a large-scale Bridget Riley painting that you can just walk right over

PiP webinar: Sustainability

Cover image: Bathroom detail of Objektor architektů’s Ovonecká 33 apartment in Prague. Photograph: boysplaynice
Blue 40
40 years. Guaranteed.

Award Winning
Blue Roof Attenuation

Inverted roofs ✓
Warm roofs ✓
Podium decks ✓

For further information go to:
radmat.com/products/blue-roof-system

For comprehensive support and design advice email:
BlueRoofs@radmat.com
Tel: 01858 410 372

Blue and Green roofs are recognised by DEFRA* as Sustainable Urban Drainage Solutions (SuDS), providing storm water attenuation and reducing surface water run-off.

*The review for implementation of Schedule 3 to the Flood and Water Management Act 2010, January 2023

The Forge, Upton Park, uses an innovative BlueRof system that restricts and delays runoff from the site, equating to 40% of the equivalent green field flow rate.
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Compendium

Scrubbed up

Turkish construction products company Marmara Group has been doing its bit to preserve Istanbul’s unique bathing culture in funding the restoration of the 16th century Zeyrek Çinili Hammam in the city’s Zeyrek district, built by architect Sinan, no less, it was adorned internally with magnificent blue and white ‘Iznik’ tiles. Some of these have now been returned to the site in Atelier Brückner’s restoration of the building, with magnificent blue and white ‘Iznik’ tiles. Some of these have now been returned to the site in Atelier Brückner’s restoration of the building, alongside its creation of an on-site museum that showcases the history and cultural significance of the hammam over the centuries.

Two ‘H’s and an ‘O’

Turns out when it comes to water you can never have too much choice, Blanco has just launched its CHOICE. ALL faucet in the UK which supplies medium and fully sparkling water as well as filtered or unfiltered boiling and chilled water – or any temperature in between. And with your choice controllable with an app, it’s no wonder that the firm has also provided a handy LED red or blue colour ring to remind you of what it is you wanted.

My left foot

German firm Duravit has brought out three new ranges of taps – Wave, Circle and Manhattan – to complement its extensive range of sanitaryware. The move gives specifiers even more choice in the bathroom department; not least in that the ranges are all offered as single lever mixers, thermostat taps and surface or flush-mounted. Pictured is the ‘gently dynamic’ wave tap available in chrome, matt black and indulgently luxurious brushed bronze (pictured) or polished gold. All with levers easily manipulated by an outstretched foot.

Noto bene

Any visitor to Sicily should make sure not to pass up the chance to visit the strange and beautiful city of Noto, appearing like a classical mirage out of the dusty foothills of the island’s south east corner. And if you’re looking to reduce your carbon footprint while you’re there, perhaps a stay at the 19th century Villadorata “luxury ethical energy farm” – sat on a 2.2ha estate entirely devoted to organic farming methods – might be on the cards. Meanwhile, in the new restaurant, check out the green wall and unit surfaces in Verderame from Laminam’s Ossido range.

Batting order

Famed for the sound of willow on leather since 1787, Lords Cricket Ground must have found the choice of timber for its fencing needs a no-brainer, despite its past commissioning of the likes of Future Systems, Hopkins and Wilkinson Eyre. When it came to replacing the rotten fencing outside the ground’s Thomas Lord Suite it was keen on a solution that didn’t cut too much light from a space used for holding prestigious events. So it fitted 13.5m of Jacksons Venetian Hit and Miss fence panels, in the world of generally low spec world of fencing, the FR calls this a ‘luxury fence panel’ – and PiP has to agree. Portable too; kids dried and pressure treated, it comes with a 25-year guarantee. Howzat?

Slice of light

With mortgage rates still resolutely stuck through the roof, no wonder everyone’s hunkering down waiting for the cost of living crisis to abate. So last year’s catchphrase of ‘Don’t move, improve!’ is still all too pertinent. And even though the price of the raw materials is still rocketing, it seems that when it came to this sizeable extension in Kennington, it was the slender sightlines of SWA member Perla Windows’ W20 section doors and windows that the designers went for, ensuring that looks were, no doubt, as sharp as the kitchen knives.

Japanese geometry

Italian ceramics firm Ceramiche Refin has produced a new range of large-format tiles inspired by ancient deserts and what looks like 20th century Joseph Beuys wax sculptures. Sitting somewhere between the two phenomenologically is its Tamashi range, meaning ‘soul’ in Japanese. Ancient natural wood effects inspired tiles in seven shades characterised by ‘fine, dense, parallel veins and subtle colour nuances,’ all in 25cm by 1.5m planks. But there’s nothing doubt about the Leaf range in the Tamashi series, akin to a large-scale Bridget Riley painting that you can just walk right over – available as pleasingly ginormous 600x600x 9mm thick tiles.

Correction: Pyrogard

In our enthusiasm to dazzle with the mirror glass facade of Rotterdam’s Depot Boijmans Van Beuningen by MVRDV in the Sep/ Oct PiP Compendium, we did not make it clear that Pyrogard Protect fire safety glass was actually specified for the art store’s interior glazed partition systems. Find out more about how it proved a good fit for the project at pyrogard.eu
How to save two years’ worth of net emissions

Low-carbon upgrades to iron and steelworks could remove nearly 60 gigatonnes of CO₂ from the world’s atmosphere, although cost and other factors challenge its implementation, reports Stephen Cousins

Building low-emissions technology into scheduled refits of iron and steel works could cut global carbon emissions by the equivalent of two years’ worth of net global CO₂ emissions, the latest research reveals, as the ‘green steel’ plans for Tata’s South Wales plant are debated.

The study, published in the journal Nature, was led by UCL in collaboration with Tsinghua University, Faking University and King’s College London.

Researchers compiled a comprehensive database of 19,678 processing units in 4,685 individual iron and steel plants around the world and found that if all currently operating units had a low-carbon upgrade at their predicted time of refit, total emissions from the sector could be reduced by 58.7 gigatonnes between 2020 and 2050.

Furthermore, if the refits were completed five years early, total carbon savings would increase to 69.6 gigatonnes, said researchers.

The study notes that, as of 2019, the last year that data is available, 74.5% of the world’s steel was produced in coal powered plants that release ‘considerable’ carbon emissions. Refits to individual processing units, needed to prolong their operational life, typically occur after 15 to 27 years of use, depending on the techniques used and age.

Upgrading the global inventory of blast oxygen furnaces, used in steel production, was found to yield the greatest projected net carbon savings, accounting for about 74% of overall savings. Upgrades to electric arc furnaces came second, saving about 16% of overall carbon savings.

However, the team warned that effective decarbonisation requires mitigation measures at every plant and ‘the complexity and variety of methods involved in steel production’ means there is ‘no one-size-fits-all decarbonisation technology or solution for the entire sector’.

Furthermore, retrofitting low-carbon technology remains expensive and difficult to finance under current market conditions, Professor Dale Guan, senior author of the study at UCL Bartlett School of Sustainable Construction, said: ‘Iron and steel represents a stable business operation, it would require very strong motivation, usually an order from above, to carry out low carbon retrofitting.

Investors usually aren’t interested in doing this as it has either a very long, or non-existent, profit return period.’

Researchers hope the findings from the report will help policymakers to create a more realistic roadmap for when and how iron and steel plants could be upgraded to meet emissions reduction targets. The research includes an inventory of the technical characteristics of all processing units, including locations, processing technologies, operating details, status and age.

Effective policy should take into account daily operations in processing units on the ground to be effective, added Guan: ‘Policy makers talk about low carbon development, whereas a plant manager is concerned about operation safety and benefits to employees. Retrofitting or upgrading units would mean temporarily ending production, meaning less employment. Effective policy needs to click with what’s needed at the bottom level.’

See more industry innovation and IT stories weekly on ribaj.com

New harling conserves C16th hall

Falling masonry has closed the 16th century ruined Hardwick Old Hall to the public for more than three years, but in a £1.5milion, year-long conservation programme of its shell by English Heritage, Donald Insall Associates has assessed the structure’s condition and proposed a stabilisation plan in the context of EH’s Sustainable Conservation and Asset Management Plan (SCAMP).

A priority was to preserve plasterwork and reliefs on the inner walls which are being degraded by water ingress through exterior stones.

Though modern, the intervention involved traditional lime render and harling techniques, explains Donald Insall associate Tom Bromet, creating a ‘two weather shield that sensitively recreates its original look’. ‘In 1912, the Old Hall was a major conservation project by the Society for the Protection of Ancient Buildings (SPAB) and [followed original] principles. It was the later, more heavy-handared repairs using cement, by the then Ministry of Works, that helped accelerate the decay we are rectifying now.’

Bromet explains that with endemic erosion of the soft sandstone structure, reducing the stone to its ‘original’ state on the building’s west face, ‘Our aim was to preserve as much of the historic fabric as possible. Adding the harl achieves that, even though it results in a big visual change. By reinstating a lost element of the building’s west face. ‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’ Bromet concludes.

EH’s more ‘radical’ approach of recovering the stone with new harl, returned walls to their ‘original’ state on the building’s west face. ‘Our aim was to preserve as much of the historic fabric as possible. Adding the harl achieves that, even though it results in a big visual change. By reinstating a lost element of the building’s west face. ‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’’ Bromet concludes.

The architect engaged with master plasterers Philip Taches of Gaches Plastering, with Skillington Workshop and Historic Property Restoration to agree the best working methodology with a SCT traditional form of contract, they had to look at ‘worst case scenarios’ to price the job to give EH cost security.

Before the harl was applied parts of the wall needed ‘dubbing out’. Where stones had eroded into sawtooth shapes, filling in with small stones and lime mortar bridged the gaps and created a flattish surface for the harl to key into. A painted layer of lime plaster was applied to the surface to hold moisture in the core of the wall and prepare it for the harling application. The final surface is covered by three layers of limewash.

Bromet explains that the make-up of the new harl was based on detailed study of the old: ‘Our analysis of the original harling informed our mix for the new. As the two interfaces, we wanted the same hydroscopicity, elasticity and density.’

Erosion levels affected the thickness of the harl too, which ranged from 80mm to 70mm where it met non-eroded ashlar quoins or window reveals. Applying it too thickly would add undue weight to the structure. The harl was left rough and untextured, minimising surface area so water can evaporate. ‘As it is softer than the stone, moisture spreads across it rather than penetrate the stone,’ says Bromet.

While it’s very bright now – visitors think the walls have been painted – the architect says it builds a patina quickly, as the limewash lets the colour of the stone bleed through. He and the client are happy with the result. ‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’ Bromet concludes.

‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’ Bromet concludes.

‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’ Bromet concludes.

‘The other option would have been to replace the stone but that would have been time consuming and expensive, involving loss of original stone and been as visually jarring. Despite the big visual change, the harling ticks all the conservation boxes,’ Bromet concludes.
Handmade is a term usually attributed to objects that are distinctive, crafted with care and made ‘not by machine’ according to dictionary definitions. That view is challenged by York Handmade Brick. It has invested £1.5 million in machinery capable of creating bricks that live up to the company’s name and handmade heritage. The manufacturing line, commissioned in March, is the result of three years of planning – and collaboration with Dutch company De Boer Machines – to put the same care into our bricks. That means we can look after the people and giving a wealth of information, including running the machinery to get the right product types and quality, says managing director Guy, a second generation Armitage. By adjusting the line’s moulds, presses and other elements, the company can now make around 36 different bricks, across three ranges: the standard handmade-style product and a new water struck range. ‘As the market evolves, we’ll be able to expand that,’ he says.

The new manufacturing line is both more efficient and flexible than the manpower and machinery it replaces here and maintain the success of a family company in North Yorkshire.’

Much effort has gone into tuning the machinery to get the right product types and quality, says managing director Guy, a second generation Armitage. By adjusting the line’s moulds, presses and other elements, the company can now make around 36 different bricks, across three ranges: the standard handmade-style product and a new water struck range. ‘As the market evolves, we’ll be able to expand that,’ he says.

The line is proving its worth on major projects like the latest phase of Manchester’s Circle Square, where the company is supplying 650,000 extra-long, water struck bricks. Guy explains how, saying, ‘We couldn’t make water struck bricks before and we would have struggled with that size, so that’s an indication of the flexibility we now have’. The lacustrine clay that the business relies on is quarried close to its rural base in Aire. David highlights its durability, but says: ‘The most important factor is its colour and the flexibility it gives us to produce variety, particularly in size. Not all clay is suitable for making long bricks because it can crack’.

While aesthetics are key to brick choice, sustainability and ethics are also growing concerns for specifiers in the face of the influx of non-EU imports made to showy standards and working practices. The company has signed up to the Brick Development Association’s voluntary Brick Quality Charter, which identifies responsibly sourced products, and is working to reduce energy use. ‘Our first step is to conserve what we use more carefully, taking heat from the kiln and using it for the drier,’ explains David. ‘We have to be conscious of our obligations.’

For Armitage the line’s production in the evolution of a company with a 36-year track record, which he says is ‘relatively young for a brickmaker’. He has been in the industry longer than that, with his family firm and then buying the company that became York Handmade. He steered the business away from clay pipe manufacture towards the more specialized, premium product of handmade bricks; today the company has around 22 employees and an annual output of roughly 5 million bricks, many destined for high profile projects like last year’s Stirling Prize winner. The latest investment more than safeguards that legacy. ‘We’re built for the future,’ says David.

Produced by RIBA in collaboration with York Handmade Brick.
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With its huge riverside clock face, there's really no missing 80 Strand, an imposing Art Deco presence on the north of the Thames opposite London's South Bank Centre. Completed as Shell-Mex House in 1931 by architect Messrs Joseph, the grade II-listed building was occupied by Shell-Mex and British Petroleum, and other tenants, until 2020.

It's perhaps no surprise that Speirs Major chose to channel this Art Deco spirit in its new lighting design as part of Studio PDP’s reinvigoration project, which revamps communal circulation areas that had become tired and institutional along with four of the office floors. Interventions include a new entrance pavilion on the Strand-side that now serves as the main arrival point, along with lift lobbies, a courtyard garden pavilion at the heart of the plan and an improved Embankment entrance lobby. As a result, the interlinked communal areas form a new thread stretching between the hustle and bustle of the Covent Garden-facing entrance and the more peaceful riverside orientation.

According to Speirs Major senior partner Keith Bradshaw, it was important that, as well as serving to welcome and draw people through the building, the new lighting in these communal spaces was an appropriate celebration of the Art Deco heritage. "It was about making sure the stylisation of the new pieces weren't exact replicas or pastiches of what was done before, but had some authenticity,” he says, adding that the firm aimed to be reverential of classic Art Deco geometric shapes and grids, but with a twist.

Commissioned at pre-planning stage, Speirs Major collaborated on the lighting with manufacturer DAL and the rest of the design team, including Studio PDP and concept architect Duncan Mitchell.

Speirs Major analysed light levels in the deep-plan building to understand how they varied over the course of the day and throughout the year. This showed that natural light levels were poor even in the new entrance pavilion during the day. As well as looking at how the building was originally lit, the practice researched other Art Deco buildings in the capital, including Senate House, the nearby Savoy

**80 Strand, London**

Speirs Major aimed for authenticity without pastiche in bringing the 21st century to Art Deco lighting at PDP Architects’ reinvigorated former Shell-Mex House

Words: Pamela Buxton  Photographs: James Newton

Left: An array of 16 glowing pyramids forms the roof centrepiece of the new Strand-side entrance pavilion.

Below: At night, the glow of the pavilion is complemented by lighting to the courtyard facades.
hotel and Hackney Town Hall, and looked at contemporary interpretations of Art Deco lighting.

It swiftly became clear that the light levels required couldn’t be comfortably achieved through statement Art Deco-style light boxes alone. Instead, Speirs Major created a family of ‘decoratives’ to catch the eye, supplemented with subtle additional lighting that balance the composition by boosting light levels throughout the spaces as required. The aim was for a warm feel level of 3000 kelvins, akin to that favoured in hospitality settings.

Tenants and visitors – up to 6000 a day – nowenter through a welcoming new glass and steel pavilion, situated in a former service yard on the Strand side of the building. In this extension is the largest of Speirs Major’s decoratives, a eye-catching centrepiece formed by an array of glowing pyramids. Rather than a separate light fitting, this LED-lit feature is fully integrated in the architecture of the roof.

“It seemed a great opportunity at the node point of the pavilion to do something significant with light,” says Bradshaw.

The design consists of 16 pyramids in Fenspec, their asymmetrical form a departure from the usual flatness of light boxes. They are surrounded by a border of glass prisms that give a shimmery effect. A rounded perimeter frame of bronzed aluminium incorporates 40 round LED spotlight to beef up the levels. The bronzed metal tones with the rest of the pavilion metalwork, and is carried through to the other decoratives within. The pyramids are sealed units to avoid the build up of insects.

“It would have been boring to have them as regular pyramids, so we skewed the geometry, and took advice from DAL who made it technically possible,” explains Mitchell, adding that an additional benefit was that the pyramids helped soften the acoustic in the space.

‘DAL was great in terms of manufacture and finesse,’ says Bradshaw, adding that the result needed to feel far more crafted than a more straightforward luminous, stretch ceiling style approach.

In the evening, facade-washing lights illuminate surrounding courtyard walls to complement the glow of the pavilion.

The new entrance leads to a double-height reception area. Here Speirs Major and DAL created linear wall lights using an opal diffuser inside a fluted glass cover, with a bronzed aluminium frame. Glass end caps give a vertical spread of light. Shorter versions are used in the lift lobby.

A series of ceiling-mounted light boxes adorn the thoroughfare to the lift lobby supplemented by recessed downlighters. The latter have been customised to match the bronzed metal of the decoratives. Here, Speirs Major went through many evolutions of the Art Deco-inspired design, "pushing and

Below In the entrance pavilion, the grid of pyramids is set in a shimmery glass border, surrounded by perimeter spotlights. Right: Linear lights with fluted glass covers adorn the reception wall.

Speirs Major created a family of ‘decoratives’ supplemented with subtle additional lighting.
pulling’ says Bradshaw, to achieve the right balance between the dark of the lighting grid frame and the light of the box, creating full scale mock-ups and testing them in the space to get the best size and illumination. The feature lights are positioned to reinforce the rhythm of the architecture.

Beyond the lift lobby, Studio PDP has inserted a two-storey pavilion in a dark lightwell, a forgotten area that was previously used as a service space and was inaccessible to tenants. This deep space has been ingeniously reclaimed as a ‘hidden garden’ to create a sanctuary of break-out spaces set among live planting. Given the scarcity of natural light, Speirs Major needed to work hard to create the right ambience. This involved highlighting the planting and uplighting the elevations to create a surrounding glow. Spherical pendants provide further lighting features in an area used for meetings and socialising.

Another tricky challenge was the lighting for the subsidiary entrance lobby on the Embankment side of the building, a gloomy space not helped by prominent columns of grey granite with a reflective surface. Existing lighting – a mix of down- and up-lights – gave a harsh yet flat appearance.

‘We knew we had to do a lot to make it very welcoming,’ says Bradshaw. Here, Speirs Major introduced bespoke, lozenge-shaped lighting boxes to lift the space with a host of luminous surfaces providing a softer and more pleasant light.

Alongside aesthetics and performance, another important consideration when creating custom designs was ensuring that replacing LED components wouldn’t be an issue in the future. Speirs Major resolved this by creating a standardised LED module for all the custom decoratives.

Concept architect Duncan Mitchell is pleased with how the interventions ‘seamlessly complement’ the Art Deco host building. Rather like the best haircut, he says, it doesn’t look like you’ve just had it done.

The feature lights are positioned to reinforce the rhythm of the architecture.
"Yes, we had to sack him. Ever since we did the second fix on the lighting. Couldn’t get a day’s work out of him. ‘Funny, I never took him for a lazy type!’"

‘Oh, he wasn’t lazy. Couldn’t bloody stop him! That was the trouble! It was these 9W LED “Fireball” illuminated Luna Sospesos in the dining room. It’s the tough, intuative controls, see. You can turn them on and off, dim, brighten, and even modify the colour temperature with just an airy-fairy wave of the hand. He put down his roller and turned into Leon flippin Theramin.’

“Mummy! Mummy! God’s a lady!”

‘Don’t be silly poppet! Everybody knows God’s a lovely old man and that’s the reason everything in the world is always perfect! Why, if he was a lady, everything would be terrible!”

“But Mummy, come into the tidy room! I was saying a prayer for the poor family in Schitt’s Creek and their daughter who can’t buy nice clothes any more. And then Lady God said it was all fine and she was just pretending! Then God turned the tidy on!’

‘Keep your voice down, Xenon. I’ll adjust the audio range on the Zuma Smart Bezel Voice a tad. We can’t have people knowing we watch telly.’

‘Augustus, liebling! He is choking! Wonka! Do something!”

‘Oh, it’s too late! He’s had it now, he’s swallowed it. I did warn you all that it was a new acid-etched Murano glass table light by Sebastian Wrong and not a giant humbug! Anyway, the powder-coated spun steel base will prevent his insides from crushing that exquisite mouth-blown mushroom, and if it gets too tight in there, we can use the black fabric-covered cable to haul it out. In the meantime, we can have x-ray fun with the inline dimmable switch. These designers really do think of everything.’

“Toughened moulded polycarbonate. Three light temperatures to choose from. And they do spike and wall lights too. But these bollards though. Tough enough to grab onto, probably. Could have done with these that time we went into Port Isaac after the pub.”

‘Yeah. Now I know why that fence was in the way.’

‘Helicopters are great, aren’t they?’

Our comprehensive portfolio of products – from architectural ironmongery and sliding systems, to access control and security hardware – delivers functional, durable and sustainable interior solutions to suit your bespoke requirements. But our offering goes further than just products. Our dedicated team of DigiGal qualified specialists offer outstanding support services and local knowledge, backed by our global expertise to help us understand your project challenges and support from conception to completion.

Design consultation | Product specification | Detailed schedules CAD and BIM services | Priced schedules | CPD Sessions After-sales support

0800 171 2907 estimating@hafele.co.uk hafele.co.uk/projects
Markilux has expanded the hospitality capacity of Australian winery Brokenwood with a large and flexible awning system.

You can find a video about the project under the following link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s9xERxPiV8w

One of the best known wineries in Australia is Brokenwood in the Hunter Valley in New South Wales. Just over 165km north-west of Sydney, the winery holds regular wine tours and tastings. But until last autumn, the estate’s large outside terrace had not been used optimally for the hospitality business.

In this outdoor country, this was something that had to change, so the management of the winery took the decision to have the outdoor seating area covered with a large awning system. For the task it turned to manufacturer markilux.

Looking for protection from poor weather and the sun

Markilux fitted the awning in October last year, Neil Marot, general manager at the Australian subsidiary, explains.

“We covered an area of almost 180m² in the winery here in Pokolbin in the Hunter Valley,” he says. “Our solution consists of three markilux markant systems with four folding-arm awnings of the markilux 970 model additionally mounted on the sides and front."

This combination gives the Brokenwood winery maximum flexibility to shade either the entire area or selected parts of it. The sun and weather protection system is also equipped with dimmable LED light and infrared heaters. That was exactly what the customer was looking for, because the idea for the future was to be able to use the terrace for a range of events – completely independently of the weather and the time of day.

Design to suit the architecture

However, alongside these more functional aspects, the topic of modern design played a decisive role in the choice of product. The customer wanted the look of the awning system to skilfully underline the discreetly natural, wood-clad architecture of the building complex.

“But, at the same time, good design always has to go hand in hand with excellent, reliable technology,” says Marot. “Here in subtropical New South Wales, we expect not only a lot of sun, but also rain throughout the year. An awning system had to be made to cope with these climatic conditions.

‘And we have the largest product range in the world for that,” he adds.

Expert advice on setup

It also takes a good deal of expertise to be able to realise such a large shading project. As a result, ‘team : project’ from markilux worked together with specialist Blindmaster from Brookvale, a suburb of Sydney. The company has been familiar with the awning specialist’s product portfolio for years now and has extensive experience in the area of sun protection.

“We were able to set up the system in just two days and the customer is totally satisfied with the result. Because now it can use the outdoor area for business – whatever the weather.

‘And that’s a success for us, too,” says a satisfied Neil Marot. •
Schools’ neglected fabric hampers retrofit ambitions

Years of underinvestment in school buildings, exacerbated by weak government plans, is undermining efforts to boost energy efficiency

Words: Josephine Smit

School leaders’ attention should be focused on their pupils but increasingly it is directed at the flaws and failings of their classrooms. Before concerns about the risk of reinforced concrete (RAAC) came to a head this summer, the National Audit Office (NAO) had reported in June how the state of the school estate had declined following ‘years of underinvestment’. The NAO also criticised the lack of progress in decarbonising buildings, with its head, Gareth Davies, saying the Department for Education (DfE) has an ambitious strategy, but no plan for how it will achieve this or how much it is likely to cost.

DfE’s school rebuilding programme set a net zero requirement for newbuilds, but there’s no such priority for retrofits. And another funding route in England – the government’s Public Sector Decarbonisation Scheme (PSDS) grant – largely helps replace end-of-life heating systems. As a result, buildings in poor condition may not be having their fabric upgraded and made more energy efficient.

Climate action charity Ashden and funder Green Future Investments are working with DfE to help unlock more innovative finance options, to help schools step up action on retrofit by next summer. “That’s incredibly ambitious,” says Alex Green, head of Ashden’s Let’s Go Zero schools campaign and member of DfE’s user group for its sustainability

and climate change strategy. Finance options are likely to combine improved access to existing money with private investment, if we can have more schools take up what’s already available and step out the barriers, it will prove there’s an investment route for more private and public finance,” she explains.

Ashden’s campaign has shown schools’ appetite for change, with more than 2500 schools, colleges and nurseries signed up to its ambition. Green says, “We’ve found the two biggest barriers to climate action in schools are access to retrofit finance and a lack of expertise in climate action among school leaders, so they’re not confident to take on the funding that does exist.” In response, Let’s Go Zero and Green Future Investments are also partnering to recruit 30 climate action advisers to work with schools, helping them access funding.

Already benefiting from a PSDS grant is schools group United Learning, which last year won backing to retrofit five academies in north west England, out of nearly 100 schools in its national portfolio. The five will have boilers replaced with air source heat pumps (ASHPs) and upgrades to heating infrastructure and lighting, with some adding insulation and photovoltaics. While the group is match-funding its grant, availability of funding is a constraint in achieving net zero, acknowledges George Stroud, United Learning’s energy manager, but he says, ‘We’re aiming to be frontrunners in the education sector in reducing our carbon emissions’.

Learning through repurposing

“You have to improve the fabric, then look at the renewables,” says Claire Mantle, school sector lead at ADP Architecture, advocating this as part of an estates strategy setting out how buildings can be incrementally improved. “If we can make the fabric right,” she continues, “a client can get funding or a grant later and put PV on the roof, for example.”

The practice targeted retrofit projects in DfE’s rebuilding programme and has worked on five. None would be net zero carbon in operation, but they’re all creative and some have repurposed buildings, so have been great for embodied carbon,” says Mantle. They include the listed Victoria Building in Blackburn, a college that will have three lightwells punched into its fabric, roof insulation added and timber windows restored using finest double-glazing units. Another project saw a 12-year-old school block converted to create the UK’s first state-funded music school, complete with a theatre formed in its atrium. Shireland CBSO Academy, opened in September, has had minimal intervention to its fabric. “When it comes to retrofit, the priority for net zero carbon is not yet in the DfE framework,” says Mantle. “But DfE is listening.”

The practice is gathering data on its refurbishments to build understanding and make the case for a more strategic approach, but measuring benefits can be far from straightforward, says Mantle. “In theory, a new or refurbished building should be more energy efficient, but then it will have more kit in it, like mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR) for better air quality and health and wellbeing. So a more energy efficient building might be less expensive to heat, but more expensive to ventilate.”

Then there’s the high retrofit cost for buildings in poor condition. “We can’t just knock buildings down. It
**Right Blackburn College’s listed Victoria Building will have insulation added to its roof, the windows enhanced and new lightwells introduced by ADP Architecture.**

can’t just be financially driven,” says Mantle. “Yes, the capital cost is going to be more, but we’re improving the thermal envelope, creating a better environment for the longer term – and leaving the school with something that’s easy to maintain and will stand the test of time.”

**Finding the balance**

Some local authorities are taking a more strategic view like Edinburgh City Council which, having adopted the Passivhaus standard for new schools, sought similar rigour in retrofits.

That led it to work with Architype to develop an Enerphit-informed retrofit planning methodology to inform its decarbonisation decisions.

While the approach sets out options for appraisal, ranging from heating decarbonisation to certified Enerphit refurbishment, with potential costs, savings and payback, initial studies are showing the value of a fabric-first approach, says Alex Reeves, senior architect with Architype. “Once you model a services-only approach – where you might replace the heating system but don’t make improvements in the performance of the fabric from an energy perspective – operational costs significantly increase,” he explains. “Actual running costs of, for example, an air source heat pump system aren’t necessarily considerably if you’re not reducing heat demand, which is what we always aim to do through energy retrofits.”

The practice has so far analysed 12 non-domestic projects in Edinburgh, including nine schools. One Victorian and one post-war school are progressing to pilot projects targeting insulation works, improved airtightness, new windows, ASHPs and MVHR, but not Enerphit certification. “Quite often we find that, for clients, the right balance of energy performance and upfront cost doesn’t sit a little bit short of certification,” says Reeves.

Scottish government policy is helping drive change, notably LEIP, the newly launched Learning Estate Investment Programme with its outcomes-based funding model, jointly funded by government and local authorities. “LEIP has opened up the conversation about energy in schools in Scotland, and when you bring energy performance into the conversation, you really need to understand the fabric,” says Christina Gaiger, associate at Architype.

Many schools still lack that understanding, says Christian Dumbley, associate at Architype. “For too long, authorities and others haven’t invested enough in terms of maintenance and understanding their buildings, he says, adding that R & A C has highlighted long-standing shortcomings that could perhaps be addressed by drawing on the experience of conservation architecture – like quinquennial church inspections. Already, Enerphit-informed options appraisals are starting to change the way the practice works with clients, it’s essentially extending that relationship to encompass and quantitatively understand how the building performs and works for the client and users,” says Gaiger.

**Net zero exemplar**

Net zero remains a demanding target however, that’s evident in projects like the upgrade of the 1970s-built Fox Y Dre High School in Merthyr Tydfil, which will be Wales’ first school retrofit to net zero in operation and takes on board government embodied carbon targets. The project’s six phases span the school’s linked buildings, with Lawray Architects’ design including enhanced insulation, new cladding and windows. Five design options were appraised, but only one met the target of net zero, based on a whole-life carbon approach over 60 years, which included adopting full electrification with ASHPs and onsite PV.

“We knew that for a school refurbishment of this nature we’d need to offset energy consumption via an extensive PV array,” says Mark Morant, director at sustainable design advisor Arda Consulting. “While we embraced a fabric-first approach to design, reducing energy consumption to that of a new build is very challenging.

Initial modelling indicates that the project’s upfront embodied carbon is around 250kg CO₂e/m², within the Welsh government’s 2050 target of 550kg CO₂e/m². “That has emphasised the importance of retaining and reusing structure – it’s the biggest single saving,” says Morant. As for the additions, he continues, “the biggest impact by a country mile came from the extensive PV array – which amounted to about 43% of whole life embodied carbon.”

Ask Morant what broader learning is coming from the project and, alongside collaboration, he returns to common themes: the need to understand the condition of the building, adopt a fabric-first approach to design and understand total energy consumption in operation. “Fabric first is fundamental to the entire net zero strategy,” he says.

When you bring energy performance into the conversation, you really need to understand the fabric
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Education specified: St John’s College, Cambridge

With sympathetic materials and strong environmental credentials, MCW’s refurbish and replace project has given the college a new buttery and social space.

**Copper roof**
In KME Oxid copper, a highly sustainable material to cover the complex geometry of the roof.
[relaxbroaderick.com](http://relaxbroaderick.com)

**17th century grade I-listed stone gate piers**
Original piers frame the view of the riverside approach to the new dining room. Dismantled and re-assembled in this new location by brownandralph.co.uk
Eagle status restoration works by Matthew Baasley

**High performance sliding doors**
Solarlux Cero minimal profile doors allow the dining experience to extend to outside in mild weather, while providing high thermal performance in cold months. Specified in RAL 7033 Quartz grey. [glaasuk.com](http://glaasuk.com)

**Stone paving and steps**
Maltese stone in other areas of the college in three different colours. Sawn York stone creamy white from Pond Quarry. Sawn York stone from Stone Merchants. White from Pond Quarry. Sawn York stone creamy white from Pond Quarry. Matches stone in other areas.

**New contemporary gala**
Based on golden-section proportions, these replace timber gala which had been removed in the 1970s. All metalwork: mikeoverall.co.uk

**External furniture**
Animates the only area to sit outside in the historic core of the college. Fermob Luxembourg tables and chairs in three colours: Cactus, Clay Grey and Red Ochre.

**External lighting**
External Bega luminaires. 24374 K3 External lighting at the interior of the dining room. Designed in conjunction with smithhandwallwork.com. Fabricated by blumer-lehmann.com/en. Installed by sorban.co.uk

**Oak screen and canopy ceiling**
Extends the internal material palette, barnaconstruction.co.uk

**Full length green wall**
By AIV Global, unifies the space, brings the outside inside, and provides a sense of calm to a busy area.

**Oak glulam structure**
Provides a warm quality to the interior of the dining room. Designed in conjunction with smithhandwallwork.com. Fabricated by blumer-lehmann.com/en. Installed by sorban.co.uk

**Wooden panels**
By Troldtak, within the oak structure to provide acoustic absorption. troldtak.com

**Loose furniture**
Manufacturers: UHS, Frovi and Prendall. Supplied by portfolio.co.uk. Tables and banquettes made by Penlagron Group.

**Oak floor and large format porcelain tiles**
Provide a hardwearing yet warm finish to the floors. Oak planks from pica-floorings.co.uk. Lea Ceramiche C810ale 900x900mm tiles; colour White Dover. [leaceramiche.com](http://leaceramiche.com)

**Construction cost**
Confidential

**Construction period**
18 months

**Contract type**
JCT Standard Building Contract

**ARCHITECT’S STATEMENT**
Paula Mejia-Wright, associate, MCW Architects

The new St John’s College café, buttery dining room and bar provides a place at the heart of the Cambridge college where the community can meet, eat, drink and work in an inviting and relaxed atmosphere.

The project involved refurbishment of the south west corner of the grade I-listed Second Court building, built in 1959, to provide a bar and café, along with the demolition and re-building of the buttery dining room, which was built in the 1970s.

The most significant element in the scheme is the new glulam oak superstructure of the buttery-dining room, replacing a steel-framed roof that in the 1970s was brutally built into the 16th century brickwork of the Second Court building and the boundary wall to Trinity College.

The dramatic curved, trapezoidal timber structure, formed of prefabricated components, is highly insulated and covered in oxidised copper, which will continue to change colour slowly over the years. The deep brown hue of the copper sits comfortably in the historic environment; its environmental credentials were the number one priority for the client.

The terrace is a continuation of the traditional palette of college materials — York stone paving and black painted metalwork. Oak is used as the unifying material for all the spaces: the dining room, structure, floors, door, internal furniture, canopy ceiling, ramp handrail and external slatted screen.

A living ‘green wall’, fed by collected rainwater, runs the whole length of the dining room, blurring the sense of inside and outside, and contributing to a sense of wellbeing.

**Team**
Client: St John’s College, Cambridge
Architect: MCW Architects
Project manager: Turner and Townsend
Cost consultant: Faithful+Gould
Conservation architect/historics consultant: Brown and Ralph
Fabric consultant: Tolstothera
Structural engineer: Smith and Walkway
Lighting engineer: Studio ZNA
M&E: Tall engineers
Acoustic consultant: Fasko
Fire: Amtico Fire Engineers
Principal designer: MCW Architects
Planning consultant: Turby
Interior design: Helen Richards Studio

**尺寸**
612m²

**合同类型**
JCT Standard Building Contract

**施工成本**
机密

**施工期**
18个月

**项目参与者**
甲方：圣约翰学院，剑桥
建筑师：MCW Architects
项目经理：Turner and Townsend
成本咨询师：Faithful+Gould
历史建筑顾问：Brown and Ralph
面料顾问：Tolstothera
结构工程师：Smith and Walkway
照明工程师：Studio ZNA
M&E: Tall engineers
声音顾问：Fasko
消防：Amtico Fire Engineers
主设计：MCW Architects
规划顾问：Turby
室内设计：Helen Richards Studio
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from the Mayor’s Good Growth Fund to implement a number of small but significant interventions on Fore St and roads west to the estate. With a bold corrugated barrel vault and butterfly roofs, the most notable of these is JKA’s £1.4 million Angel Yard. Set in the heart of the estate, 35 derelict garages and forecourts that were until recently a hotspot for illicit activity, have been reinvented as a start-up hub, helping address the dearth of skills training and employment opportunity. Looking like a new-build, Angel Yard is for the most part a radical refurbishment of the garages for charity LaunchIt, which provides workspace at below market rates – and business support – to local

While Angel Edmonton might sound divine, the reality was less heavenly until recently. By day, Fore St, running south from Edmonton station, is a bustling commercial centre, but at night locals felt decidedly less secure. The Joyce and Snells estates to the west, built in the 1950s-60s, had all the hallmarks of deprivation: low income, no perceived access to training and employment, and poor access to high quality environments and green spaces. Little surprise then, that when asked by Enfield Council last year, residents balloted for the full-scale demolition and regeneration of the estate over the course of the next decade.

With Jan Kattein Architects, the Council was also awarded £2.2 million

Words: Jan-Carlos Kucharek  Photographs: Jack Hobhouse

Angel Yard, Enfield, London

Jan Kattein Architects’ ingenious roofs add height but little weight to turn derelict garages attracting antisocial behaviour into lively spaces for community use

Above A new creative hub for the locality rises out of disused former garages and which were a centre of antisocial behaviour.

Opposite The former garage forecourt is now a community hub, engaging with the street on the south side.
young people. Running between the garage-sized units are two covered shared spaces. One links a primary school and JKA’s new ‘School Street’ in front with a community centre to the south, enlivening the estate by creating routes you’d want to walk down.

For JKA director of projects Gabriel Warshafsky, the challenge was to bring in the building, which has a meanwhile use of up to just 10 years, to a tight budget while keeping embodied carbon to a minimum. ‘As much as being an investment in realising social impact, we tried to retain as much of the building fabric as we could, adding as little as possible,’ he explains, ‘but roofs had to go anyway due to the asbestos they contained.’ But, Warshafsky adds, as each 2.4m wide garage was separated by only a 70mm blockwork wall without foundations, there was no way for these retained walls to take extra imposed loads. This generated the distinctive form, ‘one of the challenges was the low head height – something we couldn’t resolve by building up the walls,’ he continues, ‘and as we had the idea of using a roof treatment to differentiate individual units, we realised barrel vaults could create generous volumes without significant added weight.’

The solution was to create double timber beams above the blockwork walls which are supported on timber piers sitting on discrete pad foundations in front of the existing garage walls. From these spring four curved beams spanning the 2.6m between walls, made of three layers of bonded 18mm ply with 150mm by 50mm joists running between them. Each barrel-vaulted workspace unit has a direct relationship with the covered shared spaces which are supported on timber posts sitting on discrete pad foundations in front of the existing garage walls. From these spring four curved beams spanning the 2.6m between walls, made of three layers of bonded 18mm ply with 150mm by 50mm joists running between them. With a final finish of corrugated galvanised steel sheeting bent against its sectional profile rather than with it, Warshafsky reveals they’d had a ‘pipe dream’ of using its intrinsic strength structurally, but that the amount of roof insulation required had precluded it. This came from the decision to not break out floor slabs to install insulation there, which would have generated concrete waste and had knock-on effects on threshold heights and thus unit accessibility.

‘Instead, we installed a minimum of 50mm rigid floor insulation below a simple, 18mm ply floor finish – enough to counter the thermal bridging – and concentrated on building out the roof with Rockwool to achieve overall Part 16/3.04 Island BS 476:1987 fire resistance of 1.5 hours and a minimum of 100mm cavity insulation, to achieve the high energy efficiency with low embodied carbon. For this we used a roof treatment to differentiate units, which fabric as we could, adding as little as possible’ he explains, ‘but roofs had to go anyway due to the asbestos they contained.’ But, Warshafsky adds, as each 2.4m wide garage was separated by only a 70mm blockwork wall without foundations, there was no way for these retained walls to take extra imposed loads. This generated the distinctive form, ‘one of the challenges was the low head height – something we couldn’t resolve by building up the walls,’ he continues, ‘and as we had the idea of using a roof treatment to differentiate units, we realised barrel vaults could create generous volumes without significant added weight.’

The solution was to create double timber beams above the blockwork walls which are supported on timber piers sitting on discrete pad foundations in front of the existing garage walls. From these spring four curved beams spanning the 2.6m between walls, made of three layers of bonded 18mm ply with 150mm by 50mm joists running between them. With a final finish of corrugated galvanised steel sheeting bent against its sectional profile rather than with it, Warshafsky reveals they’d had a ‘pipe dream’ of using its intrinsic strength structurally, but that the amount of roof insulation required had precluded it. This came from the decision to not break out floor slabs to install insulation there, which would have generated concrete waste and had knock-on effects on threshold heights and thus unit accessibility.

‘Instead, we installed a minimum of 50mm rigid floor insulation below a simple, 18mm ply floor finish – enough to counter the thermal bridging – and concentrated on building out the roof with Rockwool to achieve overall Part 16/3.04 Island BS 476:1987 fire resistance of 1.5 hours and a minimum of 100mm cavity insulation, to achieve the high energy efficiency with low embodied carbon. For this we used a roof treatment to differentiate units, we realised barrel vaults could create generous volumes without significant added weight.’

The solution was to create double timber beams above the blockwork walls which are supported on timber piers sitting on discrete pad foundations in front of the existing garage walls. From these spring four curved beams spanning the 2.6m between walls, made of three layers of bonded 18mm ply with 150mm by 50mm joists running between them. With a final finish of corrugated galvanised steel sheeting bent against its sectional profile rather than with it, Warshafsky reveals they’d had a ‘pipe dream’ of using its intrinsic strength structurally, but that the amount of roof insulation required had precluded it. This came from the decision to not break out floor slabs to install insulation there, which would have generated concrete waste and had knock-on effects on threshold heights and thus unit accessibility.

‘Instead, we installed a minimum of 50mm rigid floor insulation below a simple, 18mm ply floor finish – enough to counter the thermal bridging – and concentrated on building out the roof with Rockwool to achieve overall Part 16/3.04 Island BS 476:1987 fire resistance of 1.5 hours and a minimum of 100mm cavity insulation, to achieve the high energy efficiency with low embodied carbon. For this we used a roof treatment to differentiate units, we realised barrel vaults could create generous volumes without significant added weight.’

The solution was to create double timber beams above the blockwork walls which are supported on timber piers sitting on discrete pad foundations in front of the existing garage walls. From these spring four curved beams spanning the 2.6m between walls, made of three layers of bonded 18mm ply with 150mm by 50mm joists running between them. With a final finish of corrugated galvanised steel sheeting bent against its sectional profile rather than with it, Warshafsky reveals they’d had a ‘pipe dream’ of using its intrinsic strength structurally, but that the amount of roof insulation required had precluded it. This came from the decision to not break out floor slabs to install insulation there, which would have generated concrete waste and had knock-on effects on threshold heights and thus unit accessibility.
L compliance, which had the effect of increasing roof loadings, he explains.

Timber beams above the separating walls not only deal with the very rough tolerances of the blockwork walls (surfaces have been left unfinished, unlined and unattenuated – graffiti and all – for tenants to treat as they will) but also form the base of a galvanised steel valley gutter detail, which directs rainwater to drainage runs at the front of units. In a charming detail, these dispense into barrel planters, which then drain to a central outlet in the covered street.

Creating the double height communal area, and a kitchen and WCs to the south, involved merging four garages and creating new foundations to build load-bearing block walls on the north side and conventional cavity walls on the south. Here large windows now create an active frontage to the street and community centre opposite. These walls allowed the contractor to run timber beams between

---

Sahara Glass

Sahara Glass meets the needs of the most exclusive washroom environments.

Push the boundaries of modern commercial washroom design by specifying Sahara Glass, our new floating, flush fronted cubicle range with innovative pivot hinge system that’s clad in sleek and stylish glass.

Contact our team to discover more about Sahara Glass.
Make sure that you are getting the best deal for your practice and your employees. The RIBA Pension Solution is designed to meet the needs of all RIBA Members and offers strong performance and low annual charges. You can switch at any time, it’s quick and easy to do.

Contact us today to book an appointment or to find out more.
Seamless Integration with Nature: The Smurf House

Custom skylights from Vario by Velux were a critical part of an ambitious transformation of a Victorian house in Devon.

Amid Devon’s stunning seaside landscapes, The Smurf House, believed to be Victorian, blends contemporary architecture with nature’s splendour. Having served as a village hub, the house now radiates a welcoming ambience, ideal for its new purpose as a vibrant holiday home.

Led by visionary Katie Woods and her family, this ambitious renovation showcases the flawless integration of bespoke rooflights, bringing the magic of daylight and nature indoors.

Custom-made possibilities

Beyond the striking blue walls and yellow door, at the heart of the Smurf House’s remarkable transformation lies a combination of Vario by Velux rooflights. Designed to invite the outdoors in, the opening Unlimited Rooflight, Round Rooflight and Rectangular Rooflight offer a personalised touch to the space. The Woods family’s aim to blur indoor-outdoor boundaries lead them to incorporate round rooflights that are walk-on capable. During the day, the family enjoys the sight and sounds of children roller skating on the roof terrace from the open-plan living room, while at night, LED lighting in the rooflights’ upstand creates a stunning visual effect.

The unwavering commitment to detail blends safety with style. The round rooflights are equipped with Vario by Velux’s anti-slip dots, ensuring peace of mind and accident prevention. These skylights take center stage in the household, elegantly bridging the interior and exterior spaces and orchestrating a mesmerising spectacle as night descends.

Beyond Aesthetics

Skylights enhance aesthetics while improving indoor air quality and the family’s wellbeing. The ingenious Unlimited Rooflight’s opening mechanism facilitates natural ventilation through wireless operation. A clever connector system allows it to host both fixed and opening modules, promoting air circulation and reducing the need for artificial lighting during daylight hours.

Why choose Vario by Velux

Collaboration with Vario by Velux empowers customers to redefine living spaces. The Smurf House in Devon is testament to Vario by Velux’s transformative prowess. Katie Woods and her family have created a breathtaking space inspired by its surroundings. Through strategic placement, they have harnessed daylight’s transformative power, celebrating nature at every turn.

Unleash the potential to create spaces as unique as your creative vision with Vario by Velux Products.
Costed

James Garner, global head of data and insights and analytics, and Nicola Sharkey, UK insights and research lead, at Gleeds, look at roofing costs significantly depending on the exact specification. PC – prime cost; The following rates are based on the UK average and represent typical prices at 3Q 2023. Please note that prices can vary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material Description</th>
<th>Prime Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Red Cedar sawn shingles; preservative treated; uniform length 115–150</td>
<td>£350–£400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre cement slates</td>
<td>£70–£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete tiles; plain</td>
<td>£65–£95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concrete tiles; interlocking; troughed/bold rolled</td>
<td>£85–£115</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clay tiles; handmade; sand-faced plain tiles</td>
<td>£125–£160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reconstituted stone slate tiles; random slates</td>
<td>£240–£275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Synthetic slate tiles</td>
<td>£115–£150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sand-faced plain tiles</td>
<td>£66–£95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fibre cement slates</td>
<td>£70–£100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Red Cedar sawn shingles; preservative treated; uniform length</td>
<td>£115–£150</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, metal roofs can be significantly more expensive than other options and recently, commodities have seen considerable volatility. Single roofs can be a more cost-effective, green option if produced from sustainable wood or recycled plastic, wood fibre and rubber content. Green and brown roofs can offer environmental benefits such as supporting rainwater management, improving thermal performance, and enhancing biodiversity.

Aside from the residential sector, there is also a major challenge ahead for the upgrading of non-domestic buildings. Mace published its report ‘Transform & renew; Making non-domestic buildings in the UK fit for a low carbon future’ in June 2023, which highlighted that 87% of non-domestic buildings would need upgrading in some way and is recommending that demolition be justified at planning stage – which would involve a ‘consideration of retrofit’ for every major application. Key considerations during specification are, therefore, thermal efficiency (U value), solar gain (G value) and air leakage (I value). In addition to these factors, acoustic performance and aesthetics are also important.

The following rates are based on the UK average and represent typical prices at 3Q 2023. Please note that prices can vary significantly depending on the exact specification. PC – prime cost;
Calling everyone in the field of architecture! Enter the VELUX Conservation Project Competition.

Are you passionate about preserving heritage while being mindful of sustainability in design? VELUX invites you to participate in the VELUX Conservation Project Competition. This is your opportunity to gain recognition for your exceptional skills in architectural excellence.

WIN £7,500

What our VELUX judges are looking for:

- **Impeccable aesthetics**
  Impress our judges with your outstanding craftsmanship, dedication to heritage preservation, sustainable design principles and retrofit representation.

- **Sustainable design**
  Demonstrate your dedication to sustainable design principles that prioritise heritage preservation as a key element of sustainability.

- **VELUX Heritage conservation roof window integration**
  Skillfully incorporate VELUX Heritage conservation roof windows into your project, demonstrating their flawless integration into historic architecture.

Why participate?

- **Grand prize**
  Win a prize of £7,500, recognising your outstanding craftsmanship, dedication to heritage preservation, sustainable design principles and retrofit representation.

- **Copenhagen trip**
  Enjoy an unforgettable trip for two to Copenhagen, Denmark, hosted by VELUX. Explore a city designated as the World Capital of Architecture for 2023 by UNESCO and the International Union of Architects.

- **Media exposure**
  The winner will receive well-deserved media coverage in esteemed publications such as RIBA Journal, Architects’ Journal and the VELUX website.

Competition timeline

- **Registration period**
  Open from September 1st to December 1st, 2023.

- **Installation deadline**
  Ensure your project incorporates at least one VELUX Heritage conservation roof window by March 31st, 2024 to qualify.

- **Judging and site visits**
  In April 2024, a panel of judges will evaluate submissions and select the top three projects based on architectural merit, innovation, successful window integration, sustainable methodology and retrofit representation. Finalists will receive an onsite evaluation.

- **Winner announcement**
  The winner will be announced in May 2024, receiving the cash prize and the Copenhagen trip.

Case study filming

During the summer of 2024, the three finalists may be featured in a case study offering unique insights into the transformative impact of VELUX Heritage conservation roof windows.

Don't miss this remarkable opportunity to showcase your architectural talent, earn recognition and contribute to heritage conservation.

VELUX Heritage conservation roof window

Preserve, transform, enhance

The Heritage conservation roof window has been co-created with conservation officers and architects. The result is an authentic top-hung roof window that complies with the building requirements for historic or listed properties in conservation areas while meeting all modern housing standards.

Find out what our new Heritage conservation roof window can do for your project.

For more information, contact us at architecture@velux.co.uk

Learn more and register at:

[QR Code]

VELUX Heritage conservation roof window

Original hand-winder for natural ventilation.

Sleek, slim-fit profile.

Flush installation blends into roofing material.
Specified

1. Fire rated glass floor
   IQ Glass
   ‘Look here’, said the Water Rat. ‘I really think you had better come and stop with me for a time. It’s very plain and rough – not like Toad’s house at all – but I hope I can still make you comfortable.’

2. HG2 patented system rooflights
   Howells
   ‘Hi, Ghost of Alfred Lovekin industrialist here, I built it and I love it. This powder-coated aluminium glazing you’ve just done on my beloved Tudor Grange really fits my brand as a Brummagem silversmith. Not sure I like the ‘Blossomfield Park’ rebrand but, as a Victorian, obviously I love it being a patented system.’

3. Cups 12 natural slate
   Cupa Pizarras
   ‘It is a truth universally acknowledged that an old house in possession of a roof must be in want of traditional gutters. Mr Darcy soon drew the attention of Derbyshire’s planners with his fine, tall Traditional Square downpipes, handsome Ornamental Hoppers, architectural grade Heritage Black polyester powder coating, and the report which was in general circulation of his being BS8530 certified yet 65% lighter than cast iron. The gentlemen pronounced him to be a fine figure of a rainwater system, the ladies declared he was much handsomer than plastic, and his Traditional Moulded Ogee bolted guttering was looked upon with great admiration for about 50 years, needing only minimal maintenance and periodic aesthetic cleaning.’

4. Traditional range roof gutters
   Marley Alutec
   ‘We are the Gnomes! The Gnomes of Highoaks! We are the Gnomes of Highoaks! We’re Hillingdon ancients! We’ve endured all your digging with gnomely good patience: But this house you’ve just built here has displaced our Gnome nation so its low carbon slates will be some compensation. Tectonic compression is muchly our vibe: and a 100-year lifespan just right for our tribe! So ta for the house, lads! It’s awfully nice! Now do us another ‘cause we don’t share with mice!’
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RIBA PROFESSIONAL SERVICES CONTRACTS

A complete suite of contracts for the provision of built environment consultancy services across projects of every scale and complexity.

Produce, manage and sign your contracts online with RIBA Contracts Digital.

RIBA Chartered Members and RIBA Chartered Practices receive a £10 discount on all digital RIBA Contracts purchased.

Find the right contact for your project and buy online at: ribacontracts.com

---

Your fire doors may come with more than one overhead

Vulnerable to vandalism

Concealed from vandalism

Suitable for use on one-hour and half-hour fire doors.

Completely concealed when the door is closed.

May be used on social housing entrance doors.

The concealed door closer

Designed and manufactured in the UK, Powermatic, the original controlled, concealed door closer, delivers exceptional performance as well as a host of benefits that other closers cannot match:

- The only CERTIFIRE jamb-mounted door closer
- Genuine independent third-party certification
- Perfect for social housing, hotels, health, care homes, secure accommodation, commercial and many other

Improves aesthetics and reduces risk of damage from vandalism or tampering

Contributes towards the achievement of accessibility requirements (AD M)

Closing speed and latching action adjustable without removing closer from door

www.concealeddoorclosers.com

---

Tel 0121 766 4200 info@samuel-heath.com
concealeddoorclosers.com

---
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Most domestic interior projects have a simple programme—a place to live or stay for an individual or family, slightly deviating from a standard form to suit specific living demands, plus some stylish design detail to add personality. With three distinct programme demands, Ovenecká 33 in Prague, by Objektor architekti, is more complicated, but such complications enable a playful space of artistic exuberance.

Creative producer and curator Tereza Porybná approached Objektor architekti having visited a contemporary art exhibition the practice had designed. Having already discussed ideas to transform her upper-floor apartment with other architects, it was with the Objektor team of Jakub Červenka, Václav Šuba, and Vojtěch Šaroun that it made most sense for her. Porybná wanted not only a place to stay in when in Prague, but also somewhere that could be used for an artist residency and occasionally to host exhibitions, performances and events. That meant there was a lot of programme to fit into its 209m².

The architects started by creating three models with the space stripped back to its core concrete structure. It added different approaches to the client’s wish for a ‘shared, open, and permeable’ space which contained ‘hidden corners and secrets’, leading to a collaborative six-month process of progressing the design from the three proposals. As a creative herself, Porybná had design ideas including ‘childhood dreams’ of a throne and secret doorways and, while bringing in references including Luis Barragán, Valentina Schlegel and Bijoy Jain to the initial design meetings, she says that ‘gradually the apartment found its own voice and identity’.

Objektor architekti formed in 2017 while the trio was studying in Prague’s Academy of Arts, Architecture and Design in Prague. Since then they have completed projects ranging from apartments to housing developments, always with the client at the heart of the design process. This, Porybná says, is crucial to creating a space that is both functional and aesthetically pleasing.

Ovenecká 33 Prague
Architects and artists rethink a Czech apartment as a home and gallery made magical with childhood fantasy elements

Words: Will Jennings  Photographs: boysplaynice

Porybná had design ideas including ‘childhood dreams’ of a throne and secret doorways.
Design. It has grown in stature, working on projects including a distillery, a cemetery and the transformation of a 1903 house, containing fragments of Franz Kafka’s birthplace, into a café and gallery. Language developed in former projects can be found in Overesck 53, including a monastic-like private suite of bedroom, bathroom and walk-in wardrobe. This shares the qualities and clarity of its 2019 reconstruction of Hodslavice Church in Moravia. The firm’s extensive design of exhibitions for commercial and public galleries also informed the way the apartment can be reconfigured for exhibition and events. ‘The space can be used as a gallery, without seeing nails or special lights,’ Červenka explains, but describes how ‘nobody would know.’

Above Minimalism runs throughout, not least in the stark bedrooms.

partitions to create spatial forms in a monochrome space, punctuated with singular moments of material flair. An oversized geometric terrazzo under the bar is such a moment. Designed by artist Aleksandra Vajd, the terrazzo exemplifies how Porybná drew on her artistic contacts to feed into the design. The architects worked with the artist to specify the stone and ensure that it could withstand the weight of the bar above. Another example of creative collaboration appears at the entrance, where artist Daniela Danielis’s ribbed weaving drapes over Objektor architect’s curved detail, creating the client’s desired ‘three-dimensional’ effect. The other bedroom, used for artist residencies, can be reached from the main space or through a balcony door – or via a hidden entrance from the corridor library. Such spatial games allow for different readings of the space on each visit and enable privacy between public and private uses.

Another secret door connects the primary living suite to the entrance corridor via the walk-in wardrobe. As Porybná playfully suggests, you can leave the apartment during a party, and Rashik is down from HQ. No, this is not a carpeting – look, you’re almost completely on the wood bit! Each heaved T&G lacquered board is FSC-certified timber. The top third is semi-slow-grown European oak, backed with spruce or birch ply! And there’s underfloor heating too. So on, give it a feel.

Above A red-walled shower room is womb-like and indulgent.

Top right The indulgence continues in the main bathroom, where cool, green tiles run down the wall and form the bath.
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Interiors

Specified

1

Amalgama Block Herringbone primed boards Havwoods

Simon, come on in. You know Alan and Katrina from HR & Legal, don’t you? And Rashik is down from HQ. No, this is not a carpeting – look, you’re almost completely on the wood bit! Each heaved T&G lacquered board is FSC-certified timber. The top third is semi-slow-grown European oak, backed with spruce or birch ply! And there’s underfloor heating too. So on, give it a feel.

So, you see, Simon? No carpeting here. We are going to have to let you go through.

havwoods.com/uk

2

GRP Composites shower pods Offsite Solutions

Stop! Our rigorous specification process has resulted in exactly the factory-finished GRP pod you were about to compromise. The fully-installed shower unit, wall-mounted toilet, mirror-fronted LED-lit cabinet, white granite-effect solid surface vanity shelf, vanity front, wall-hung D-shaped basin and circular mirror with halogen lighting are all exactly as our designers envisioned. They spent endless meetings just deciding on which two of the multiple tile-effect finishes would go where. It would be sheer desecration of that vision to have messy human bodies actually use these cost-effective, quick-install facilities. That’s why there’s a watering can and bucket in the corridor.

crifitsolutions.com

3

Ancona radiator in Rose Blush The Radiator Company

‘So I’m like, objectum-sexual? I’m in an on-off open poly relationship with the Tour Eiffel, the Golden Gate Bridge, a wire fence in Maine, and this sexy little custom, six-column steel radiator. His Pistol TVR is a naughty detail that I love; and yes, we spend most evenings cosying up together.

He has 188 RAL-coloured brothers in 32 special finishes, with five configurations, 25 heights – and three mounting options! They’ll all be here in 4–6 weeks, so the next step in our relationship is, obviously, get a bigger house. I’m committed. He’s got a 10-year guarantee. Can’t say that about humans! theradarcompany.co.uk

4

Section O Window Guard Keylite

‘Rapunzel Rapunzel Grow your hair back quick ‘cos I reckon that now that weck has installed a set of first-to-market NHBC-approved Keylite window guards in various chrome types and tube lengths – all to comply with this June’s enactment of the new BuildingRegs Part O Ref: 5.8 “Protection from Falling” – we can wrap your plants round this one a couple of times and I can climb up without ripping your scalp off like when we tried before! It’s healed well, I’ll give you that! And I’ve been working on the weight loss too!’

keylitesroofwindows.com

Havwoods

‘I’m in an on-off open poly relationship with the Tour Eiffel, the Golden Gate Bridge, a wire fence in Maine, and this sexy little custom, six-column steel radiator. His Pistol TVR is a naughty detail that I love; and yes, we spend most evenings cosying up together.

He has 188 RAL-coloured brothers in 32 special finishes, with five configurations, 25 heights – and three mounting options! They’ll all be here in 4–6 weeks, so the next step in our relationship is, obviously, get a bigger house. I’m committed. He’s got a 10-year guarantee. Can’t say that about humans! theradarcompany.co.uk’
Buildings as rallying calls for sustainability

Our latest webinar shows there is no shortage of committed innovators out there trying to make life greener, improve our wellbeing and cut embodied carbon as much as possible.

Heatwaves, flooding, wildfires and extreme weather events appear to be happening more frequently in the UK, scientists looking at these trends are now finding that significant changes to the UK’s climate appear to be happening over shorter timescales – making these events more common. ‘All is not right with our climate,’ said Ian Carlos Kucharski in his introduction to the PiP webinar Design for Sustainability. It was appropriate, therefore, that the webinar’s opening speaker was Mina Hausan, leader of SOM’s sustainability practice and author of the newly published RIBA Climate Guide. This book is intended to equip built environment professionals with all the information necessary to deliver sustainable projects.

Hausan says the guide is ‘the first in the world that contextualises the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals for 2050 within the built environment landscape’. She has organised the book around six overriding thematic factors, circular economy, energy and carbon, water, ecology and diversity, and connectivity and transport, each of which forms the basis of a chapter.

Sustainable sound levels
Ben Hancock, managing director of sponsor Oscar Acoustics, then outlined the importance of sound insulation in creating sustainable workplaces. ‘Sustainable design is not just about energy efficiency; it is linked to wellbeing,’ he pointed out.

He reported that a 2022 Oscar Acoustics survey found that ‘over half’ of those surveyed believe their workplace to be too noisy, which was affecting their health and productivity.

Hancock said that there is an opportunity to improve acoustic performance and ‘to fix a long-overlooked productivity pitfall’. In commercial offices as part of the energy efficiency improvements needed to bring most offices up to EPC band B by 2030 to comply with MEES.

Next, James Lingard, owner and practice director of Nidus Architects, spoke about the practice’s approach to sustainability, using its award-winning extension to a 17th century Welsh longhouse, Pen-y-Common, as an example.

He said the practice’s work with older buildings had given it an insight into building techniques developed to optimise the use of local materials, which he says forced regional builders to be more creative and sustainable. ‘If you cannot have what you need, you use what you have,’ he said. ‘As a practice that is the approach we try to embrace when designing for sustainability.’

At Pen-y-Common, this philosophy saw the practice use materials from the area, including larch board for cladding from a local sawmill. Using a random board width allowed the sawmill to be ‘efficient in cutting’, said Lingard, meaning there was no need to cut boards at window openings. Meanwhile, a BIM-generated cutting list enabled the contractor to ensure timber cladding was used so efficiently that ‘a good proportion’ of the contingency was available for the interior, avoiding waste.

Units in the utility room were salvaged from the science lab at the local school, with those in the kitchen beautifully crafted by a local carpenter, using storm-damaged oak ‘framed’ with timber butterfly ties.

Cathi Ramsbottom, UK technical manager and sustainability ambassador for sponsor Thrillington Cubicles, talked about the importance of embodied carbon. She used a series of washroom case studies intended to reduce embodied carbon, including the refurbishment of the Theatre Royal, London, where durable materials minimised the need for cubicle replacement, and St Batholomew Building, also in London, where cubicle doorlocks incorporate sacrificial elements to ‘allow the door to be rammed open in an emergency without damage to the cubicle’.

Creative flexibility
Solen Hor, an architect at Tate + Co, spoke about the development of the design for the award-winning Creative Centre at York St John University. She explained that, following input from teaching staff, the design of the competition-winning entry was reconfigured, including moving the auditorium from first to the ground floor, to enable spaces to be used more effectively.

The building’s envelope is designed to Passivhaus standard. Hor explained that it is clad in prefabricated timber modules in various textures ‘to break up the mass of the façades and animate the public face of the building’.

Following this, Gonzalo Bussa, director of sponsor Wienerberger, outlined how the building material manufacturer was innovating to lower embodied carbon in its bricks, blocks, roof tiles and rainscreen cladding systems. He explained that the kiln at its Broadfield road manufacturing plant had been electrified to eliminate the use of natural gas, ‘reducing its carbon emissions by 75%’. Bussa also showed Wienerberger’s Eco-brick, which he said has ‘all the aesthetics and performance of a standard brick’, but is 37.5mm narrower, allowing additional insulation to be accommodated within the same wall width.

Embrace the limitations
The final presentation was from Matthew Curtis, project lead at Bennetts Associates, on the transformation of a quadrangle of former industrial factory buildings into the Fireworks Factory arts venue in Woolwich, south London.

Curtis said the key to the project was ‘accepting and embracing the limitations that come with these listed buildings’. This meant most interventions were ‘light touch’, apart from the addition of an extra bay to the South Building, which Curtis says ‘unlocked’ the scheme by enabling the audience to circulate around the venue. This bay is clad in insulated cast glass to form a simple contemporary addition which contrasts starkly with the older brick fabric of other courtyard buildings. Internal finishes include new poured concrete or existing timber floors and simple plywood bars.

All these featured projects demonstrate that there are those who are committed to innovation and to creating more sustainable solutions, and, perhaps, even helping slow the worrying rate of climate change. 

Sustainable design is not just about energy efficiency; it is linked to wellbeing.

PiP webinar: Sustainability

Opposite Nidus Architects used local larch as cladding for its Pen-y-Common retrofit and extension. Above York St John University was keen to put sustainability at the heart of their new Creative Centre.
### Practical completion

George Dawes, co-founder of Bruton-based practice Bandless Dawes, gives three of his specification favourites

#### Rheinzink by Q&M Roofing

The brief on our Autobarn project was to reference our surrounding agricultural buildings, so we specified Rheinzink in a natural finish. It quickly developed a subtle patina that complements the chestnut cladding which will silver over time. The workable nature of natural zinc allowed for a number of carefully crafted details. At the verge and eaves, the metal was folded into a minimal drip detail protecting the end grain of the vertical chestnut cladding. A recessed gutter detail also avoid the need for rainwater goods on a facade composed of moving timber screens.

#### FacadeShield by Proctor

We like cladding buildings using breathable timber lattice structures and open rain screen facades, which, with some weatherproofing membrane on show, need to be aesthetically discrete as well as physically robust. Proctor FacadeShield, a non-woven breathable membrane, combines water and UV resistance and allows up to 50% of the facade to be left open to the elements. Aesthetically its dark colour and lack of prominent branding allows the membrane to recede into a discrete shadow zone hidden behind the timber battens.

#### Troldtekt Acoustic Panel

We first used Troldtekt on our Autobarn project as an alternative interior finish to plasterboard or timber. Made from natural, sustainably sourced spruce shredded into wood wool or timber. Made from natural, sustainably sourced spruce shredded into wood wool and mixed with cement, Troldtekt has sound absorbing properties that when used on walls and ceilings create a calm, peaceful space. The rough finish and jointed boards also produced a softer, more textured interior which could have been quite stark if finished in more conventional plaster and paint. It has natural resilience and can handle moist environments, and provide effective fire protection.

How to be an Architect Developer

Amanda Buxton and Gis Zegveldt, RIBA Publishing, 170pp PB £35

Buxton, founder of the Archiho website, is also a former editor of the RIBA Journal and Stirling Prize judge while developer Gis Zegveldt co-ran Solidpixel and set up Unboxed Homes, London’s first custom-build developer. So there is some weight behind this unassuming-looking book. In clear language, it draws the architect into the mindset of the developer, from the appraisal to finding land, financing and managing projects, managing risk — even selling properties at the end. It starts where architectural education finishes.

Touch Wood: Material, Architecture, Future

Carla Ferrer, Thomas Hildebrand & Celina Martinez-Cañavate. Lars Müller publishers. 304pp PB £40

From the outset, this tome on timber and its architecture is almost as dense as the raw material it comes from. Your journey starts with essays that go from the trees in the forests, to wood’s chemical and material properties. The second half concentrates more on timber’s use in architecture, with more illustrated essays by architects on global projects. Gorgeous examples of considered use of the material, not least the rebuilt grand shrines of Ise and Izumo, are rendered in minimal black and white images. Lovely!

Engineering Nature: Timber Structures

Jakob Schoof ed. Edition Detail. 224pp PB £47.50

In Detail’s customary fashion, this book concentrates on the technical realization of timber structures from around the world — in a generous format layout that allows plenty of space to concentrate on key drawn details as well as GA plans and sections. It breaks chapters into the latest research and technology on the material, as well as recent examples of its application, then moves on to large-span timber roofs and multi-storey structures. Great for staying abreast on the fantastic structural and architectural possibilities inherent in this evergreen material.
The game-changing solution for wind uplift:

- Class A fire-rated
- No mechanical fixings
- Easy install
- Invisible fixings
- No modifications to pavers or tiles
- Suitable for retrofit
- Cost-effective

For use with Buzon Non-combustible A-PED pedestals & ALUrail

Get supported by Buzon
Design support & site-specific advice:
Buzonuk.com | 020 8614 0874 | info@buzonuk.com